VCC v CCG
His dynamic batting, his tight bowling and his fantastic fielding make him all-rounder
package for the game. He is head and shoulders above the rest. The great Gladiator Sir
Victor played a defiant inning with great patience, regarding the match situation when 4
were down, he stand and took complete control over the battle with another
gladiator, typically flamboyant aerial drives against all the bowlers throughout his inning,
the great Hogan doorn fought his best inning along with Victor the great, that was the
winning partnership between Hogan doorn and Victor they put 89 run, that was the turning
point of this battle, after that mini cameo with C Martin at that moment runs are creeping
with slow motion, because of opposition’s best bowlers are intact to stop the progression of
our leader Mr Victor the great, our last important partnership between Chaudhry and Victor
produce a stunning 35 runs, these runs are last nail in their coffin.
The Sir victor the great have 54 unbeaten(not out) winning runs.
His inning is not only significant for this match but playing under pressure, he exhibits with
his level best, every shot he plays, destroy their heart and soul . Nail betting context, great
thriller more exciting than Harry potter, more beautiful inning then smile of Mona Liza,
more classic then war and peace (novel) heart-warming show. In this fairy tale lot of things
happen during the process, our opposition try to gage our soldiers, but unfortunately they
could not successes, they were very energetic and enthuse, unfortunately you cannot beat
experience, that is happen in this clash.

C Martin, run like tiger and keep on watching the balls and caught it with majestic manners,
it was turning phase of the battle, because this boys have quite different ideas about us, he
was advocating his team that all these old people have no match with us we are the young
and it is our time. Of course the ripped apart the CCG top order grabbed four wicket for 36
including the scalps of Ware de Vore.
Amazingly the bowling department again Victor the great mesmerise the boys, lot of catches
were missed and bad fielding give them lot of runs, it is frustrating situation for our captain,
slowly but surely the tighten the screw around our neck.
Chaudhry took blistering catch in time and remove the course of battle in our side. During
the heat of battle the last partnership was dangerous , it was strategic mistake they make
the best solders they send in last, the boys was a good straight bat and he played brave
inning but our great tiger C Martin have quite different ideas for , he skilfully gave him long
ball, the batsman could not red properly and gave the last wicket to C Martin.
All credits goes to our leadership to knight the lethal diplomatic strategy for opposition , Our
President was very angry with Did Erick, according the cricket manner , Daddy should not
break the code of conduct. The combine jury decided the verdict , The Man of match, the
hero of this fairy tale is a Sir Victor the great. Ch. sport decided to awarding him a price. It is
a little gesture. That is all gentalman.

